Parts of a boat hull diagram

When you buy your first boat, the boating terminology can be a bit overwhelming. For that
reason, I put together this article to help you understand what it means when someone says
they are going to pass on your port side, or when your mechanic says your starboard engine
needs a new water pump. The hull of a boat is the main body of a boat. The hull encompasses
the bottom, sides, and interior of a boat. The hull serves as the structure of the boat. There are
many different hull designs from monohull boats like deep-v hulls, bay boats, skiffs to. The bow
of the boat is the forward most part of the vessel. Here is an example: We need to set the bow
front anchor before we get off of the boat. The Stern is the back of the boat. Aft is referring to
the stern of the boat. If the stern is the back of the boat, what is the transom and where is it
located? The transom connects the two side of the boat together at the stern back of the boat.
The transom is a critical part of your boat because it anchors the side that and it allows motors
to be attached to the back of a boat. A Chine on a boat is where the sides meet the bottom of the
boat. You can have hard chines, soft chines or somewhere in between. In simple terms, a chine
refers to angle changes in the cross section of a hull. The sharper the angle the harder the
chine. A soft chine would be more round and less of a harsh angle. For boats under They
include the side markers and an all-around light. The side markers include the red port light and
green starboard lights that identify the sides of your boat. The all-around light is a bright white
light that is visible from degrees around your boat. The side markets and all-around light must
be visible to other boaters for at least one mile. If you plan to stay on your boat overnight, your
all-around white light serves as an anchor light to notify other boats that you are at anchor and
to help boaters avoid a collision with your vessel during night time operations. The port side of
a boat is the left side of the boat. An easy way to remember that port is the left side is they are
both spelled with four letters. On the port side of your boat, you are required to have a side
marker that is red in color. This light indicated to other boaters where the port side of your boat
is located so they can safely pass you while running in low light or no light conditions at night.
If the port side is left, the starboard side of a boat is the right side of the boat. Example: I am
going to dock the boat and we will tie up on the starboard side of the boat. On the starboard
right side of your boat, you are required to have a side marker that is green in color. This light
indicated to other boaters where the starboard right side of your boat is located so they can
safely pass you while running in low light or no light conditions at night. The reason boaters
use port and starboard is that it refers to the boat and it reduces confusion. The port and
starboard of a vessel never change. If am facing the stern of the boat and ask you to tie a line to
the right side am I saying my right, your right or the right side of the boat? See how it can
become very confusing. If I say tie a dock line on the port side you know without question that I
need you to ties a dock line onto the left side of the boat. Gunwales or Gunnels, are the top
edge of the side of a boat. This area was often reinforced to be really strong to hold guns. Now
they are strengthened more to hold rod holders for fighting those trophy fish. It is usually
measured in degrees at the transom of the boat even though your deadrise runs the length of
the boat. Typically, deadrise is discussed when talking about how comfortable a boat will ride in
rougher water. A boat with a lot of deadrise can flop side-to-side while sitting still in the water.
When a boat sits in the water, the draft is the total distance of the boat that sits below the water
line. A skiff may have a draft of 7 inches while a foot power catamaran has a draft near 18
inches. Boats are often generalized as having a shallow draft or a deep draft. The weight of a
boat without fuel or water onboard is called its dry weight. Dry weight is an important factor
when transporting a boat by a trailer. Boats with higher freeboards make passengers feel safer
in rough water because they feel better protected from big waves. As the name implies, the
length overall measures a boat from tip to tip. The hull of a boat might be feet long but it has a
swim platform that sticks out another 3-feet from the stern. As a result, a foot boat with a 3-foot
swim platform would have a length overall of 24 feet in total. Chris bought his first boat a few
years ago and he has been learning about boating and boat care ever since! Chris loves to
share what he learns with others and we are excited to have him writing for us here at Best Boat
Report! The Bahamas is not as far from Florida as you might think, but it's a totally different
world. You can find snorkeling, fishing, and beautiful landscapes unlike anything you'll see in
Florida by If you've been dreaming of taking to the open seas in a sailboat, you are probably
wondering just how much time you will need to invest in learning to sail. Here's what you need
to know about how Skip to content. There are many different hull designs from monohull boats
like deep-v hulls, bay boats, skiffs to What Is The Bow of A Boat? If the bow is the front of the
boat, what is the back of the boat? What Is A Boat Chine? What are Gunwales On A Boat? Draft:
When a boat sits in the water, the draft is the total distance of the boat that sits below the water
line. Dry Weight: The weight of a boat without fuel or water onboard is called its dry weight.
Length Overall: As the name implies, the length overall measures a boat from tip to tip.
Continue Reading. The draft is measured as the distance from the waterline to the lowest point

of the boat. The length of your boat excludes a swim platform. Handlebars and throttle: The
operator steers the Personal Watercraft PWC by turning the handlebars and applying throttle.
Safety lanyard kill switch : This is a rope or cord that attaches the kill switch to the operator. If
you fall off the PWC, the lanyard will release and shut down the engine. Avoid being anywhere
near the jet intake areaâ€”loose items such as clothing and long hair can be sucked into the jet
intake by the force of the water and the rotating impeller. Jet thrust nozzle: High-powered water
travels through the jet thrust nozzle to propel the PWC forward. Remember, never start the
engine or operate the PWC if a passenger is positioned behind the jet thrust nozzle. It does not
include any masts, sails, rigging, machinery or equipment. Having the required boating safety
equipment on your boat at all times is not only required but will help if you find yourself in an
emergency situation. Go boldly, tell your story. Campfire is building a collective of
ambassadors who share a passion for the wild. Stay in the loop. Sign up for our newsletter to
get the latest stories from around the fire. Redeem Code. Log In. Campfire Collective Oct 1st,
Definitions: Parts of a Boat. Seat: This is the area where the operator and passengers sit.
Campfire Collective. We believe that inspiring and educating people to achieve awesome
outdoor pursuits creates lifelong stewards of the wild. We're invested! We want to empower you
to get outside by sharing with you amazing experiences and insights. Go boldly to your wild!
Boat Hull Types. Boat Capacity and Horsepower Recommendations. Anchoring your boat.
Boating Safety Equipment. Join the Collective. Knowledge Base Stories Affiliate Program. When
you first get into sailing, there's a lot of sailboat parts to learn. Scouting for a good guide to all
the parts, I couldn't find any, so I wrote one myself. Below, I'll go over each different sailboat
part. And I mean each and every one of them. I'll walk you through them one by one, and explain
each part's function. I've also made sure to add good illustrations and clear diagrams. This
article is a great reference for beginners and experienced sailors alike. It's a great starting point,
but also a great reference manual. Let's kick off with a quick general overview of the different
sailboat parts. You can divide up a sailboat in four general segments. These segments are
arbitrary I made them up but it will help us to understand the parts more quickly. Some are
super straightforward and some have a bit more ninja names. The hull is what most people
would consider 'the boat'. It's the part that provides buoyancy and carries everything else: sails,
masts, rigging, and so on. Without the hull, there would be no boat. The hull can be divided into
different parts: deck, keel, cabin, waterline, bilge, bow, stern, rudder, and many more. The mast
is the long, standing pole holding the sails. It is typically placed just off-center of a sailboat a
little bit to the front and gives the sailboat its characteristic shape. The mast is crucial for any
sailboat: without a mast, any sailboat would become just a regular boat. I think this segment
speaks mostly for itself. Most modern sailboats you see will have two sails up, but they can
carry a variety of other specialty sails. And there are all kinds of sail plans out there, which
determine the amount and shape of sails that are used. Rigging is the means with which the
sails are attached to the mast. The rigging consists of all kinds of lines, cables, spars, and
hardware. It's the segment with the most different parts. If you learn anything from this article,
here are the most important parts of any sailboat. You will find all of these parts in some shape
or form on almost any sailboat. Okay, we now have a good starting point and a good basic
understanding of the different sailboat parts. It's time for the good stuff. We're going to dive into
each segment in detail. Below, I'll go over them one by one, pointing out its different parts on a
diagram, listing them with a brief explanation, and showing you examples as well. After reading
this article, you'll recognize every single sailboat part and know them by name. And if you
forget one, you're free to look it up in this guide. The hull is the heart of the boat. It's what
carries everything: the mast, the sails, the rigging, the passengers. The hull is what provides the
sailboat with its buoyancy, allowing it to stay afloat. Sailboats mostly use displacement hulls,
which is a shape that displaces water when moving through it. They are generally very round
and use buoyancy to support its own weight. These two characteristics make sure it is a
smooth ride. There are different hull shapes that work and handle differently. But for now, all we
need to know is that the hull is the rounded, floating part of any sailboat. Instead of simply
calling the different sides of a hull front, back, left and right , we use different names in sailing.
Let's take a look at them. The bow is the front part of the hull. It's simply the nautical word for
'front'. It's the pointy bit that cuts through the water. The shape of the bow determines partially
how the boat handles. The stern is the back part of the hull. It's simply the nautical word for
'back'. The shape of the stern partially determines the stability and speed of the boat. With
motorboats, the stern lies deep inside the water, and the hull is flatter aft. Aft also means back.
This allows it to plane, increasing the hull speed. For sailboats, stability is much more
important, so the hull is rounded throughout, increasing its buoyancy and hydrodynamic
properties. The bilges are the part where the bottom and the sides of the hull meet. On
sailboats, these are typically very round, which helps with hydrodynamics. On powerboats, they

tend to have an angle. The waterline is the point where the boat's hull meets the water.
Generally, boat owners paint the waterline and use antifouling paint below it, to protect it from
marine growth. The deck is the top part of the boat's hull. In a way, it's the cap of the boat, and it
holds the deck hardware and rigging. Displacement hulls are very round and smooth, which
makes them very efficient and comfortable. But it also makes them very easy to capsize: think
of a canoe, for example. The keel is a large fin that offsets the tendency to capsize by providing
counterbalance. Typically, the keel carries ballast in the tip, creating a counterweight to the
wind's force on the sails. The rudder is the horizontal plate at the back of the boat that is used
to steer by setting a course and maintaining it. It is connected to the helm or tiller. The tiller or
helm is attached to the rudder and is used to steer the boat. Most smaller sailboats below 30'
have a tiller, most larger sailboats use a helm. Large ocean-going vessels tend to have two
helms. The cockpit is the recessed part in the deck where the helmsman sits or stands. It tends
to have some benches. It houses the outside navigation and systems interfaces, like the
compass, chartplotter, and so on. It also houses the mainsheet traveler and winches for the jib.
Most boats are set up so that the entire vessel can be operated from the cockpit hence the
name. More on those different parts later. Most larger boats have some sort of roofed part,
which is called the cabin. The cabin is used as a shelter, and on cruising sailboats you'll find
the galley for cooking, a bed, bath room, and so on. The mast is the pole on a sailboat that
holds the sails. Sailboats can have one or multiple masts, depending on the mast configuration.
Most sailboats have only one or two masts. Three masts or more is less common. The sails
seem simple, but actually consist of many moving parts. However, there are all sorts of
specialty sails that are not included here, to keep things concise. The mainsail is the largest sail
on the largest mast. Most sailboats use a sloop rigging just one mast with one bermuda
mainsail. In that case, the main is easy to recognize. With other rig types, it gets more difficult,
since there can be multiple tall masts and large sails. If you want to take a look at the different
sail plans and rig types that are out there, I suggest reading my previous guide on how to
recognize any sailboat here opens in new tab. Telltales are small strings that show you whether
your sail trim is correct. You'll find telltales on both your jib and mainsail. The jib is the standard
sized headsail on a Bermuda Sloop rig which is the sail plan most modern sailboats use. As I
mentioned: there are all kinds, types, and shapes of sails. For an overview of the most common
sail types, check out my Guide on Sail Types here with photos. The rigging is what is used to
attach your sails and mast to your boat. Rigging, in other words, mostly consists of all kinds of
lines. Lines are just another word for ropes. Come to think of it, sailors really find all kinds of
ways to complicate the word rope There are two types of rigging: running and standing rigging.
The difference between the two is very simple. Ropes play a big part in sailing, and especially in
control over the sails. In sailboat jargon, we call ropes 'lines'. But there are some lines with a
specific function that have a different name. I think this makes it easier to communicate with
your crew: you don't have to define which line you mean. Instead, you simply shout 'mainsheet!
Yeah, that works. Running rigging consists of the lines, sheets, and hardware that are used to
control, raise, lower, shape and manipulate the sails on a sailboat. Rigging varies for different
rig types, but since most sailboats are use a sloop rig, nearly all sailboats use the following
running rigging:. There are some more tensioning lines, but I'll leave them for now. I could
probably do an entire guide on the different sheets on a sailboat. Who knows, perhaps I'll write
it. This is a new segment, that I didn't mention before. It's a bit of an odd duck, so I threw all
sorts of stuff into this category. But they are just as important as all the other parts. Your
hardware consists of cleats, winches, traveler and so on. If you don't know what all of this
means, no worries: neither did I. Below, you'll find a complete overview of the different parts.
The mainsheet traveler is a rail in the cockpit that is used to control the mainsheet. It helps to
lock the mainsheet in place, fixing the mainsails angle to the wind. If you're interested in
learning more about how to use the mainsheet traveler, Matej has written a great list of tips for
using your mainsheet traveler the right way. It's a good starting point for beginners. Winches
are mechanical or electronic spools that are used to easily trim lines and sheets. Most sailboats
use winches to control the jib sheets. Modern large sailing yachts use electronic winches for
nearly all lines. This makes it incredibly easy to trim your lines. You'll find the compass typically
in the cockpit. It's the most old-skool navigation tool out there, but I'm convinced it's also one of
the most reliable. In any way, it definitely is the most solid backup navigator you can get for the
money. Want to learn how to use a compass quickly and reliably? It's easy. Just read my
step-by-step beginner guide on How To Use a Compass opens in new tab. Most sailboats
nowadays use, besides a compass and a map, a chartplotter. Chartplotters are GPS devices that
show a map and a course. It's very similar to your normal car navigation. Most sailboats have
some sort of motor to help out when there's just the slightest breeze. These engines aren't very
big or powerful, and most sailboats up to 32' use an outboard motor. You'll find these at the

back of the boat. Most sailboats carry 1 - 3 anchors: one bow anchor the main one and two
stern anchors. The last two are optional and are mostly used by bluewater cruisers. I hope this
was helpful, and that you've gained a good understanding of the different parts involved in
sailing. I wanted to write a good walk-through instead of overwhelming you with lists and lists
of nautical terms. I hope I've succeeded. If so, I appreciate any comments and tips below. I've
tried to be as comprehensive as possible, without getting into the real nitty gritty. That would
make for a gigantic article. However, if you feel I've left something out that really should be in
here, please let me know in the comments below, so I can update the article. I own a small 20
foot yacht called a Red witch made locally back in the 70s here in Western Australia i found
your article great and enjoyed reading it i know it will be a great help for me in my future leaning
to sail regards John. Rope is unemployed cordage. In other words, when it is in a coil and has
not been assigned a job, it is just a rope. On the other hand, when you prepare a rope for a
specific task, it becomes employed and is a line. The line is labeled by the job it performs; for
example, anchor line, dock line, fender line, etc. I am taking on new crew to race with me on my
Flying Scot 19ft dingy. I find your Sailboat Parts Explained to be clear and concise. I believe it
will help my new crew learn the language that we use on the boat quickly without being
overwhelmed. Thank you Shawn for the well written, clear and easy to digest introductory
article. Just after reading this first article I feel excited and ready to set sails and go!! There are
a lot of different sail rig types and it can be difficult to remember what's what. So I've come up
with a system. Let me explain it in this article. A sailboat doesn't have to be expensive if you
know what you're doing. If you want to learn how to make your sailing dream reality within a
year, leave your email and I'll send you free updates. I don't like spam - I will only send helpful
content. General Overview The different segments You can divide up a sailboat in four general
segments. Hull Mast Sails Rigging Something like that. You can see the different segments
highlighted in this diagram below: The Hull The hull is what most people would consider 'the
boat'. I'll show you those specific parts later on. First, let's move on to the mast. The Mast The
mast is the long, standing pole holding the sails. The Sails I think this segment speaks mostly
for itself. The Rigging This is probably the most complex category of all of them. The most
important parts If you learn anything from this arti
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cle, here are the most important parts of any sailboat. Did you find the answer to your specific
question? Comments john gelmi I own a small 20 foot yacht called a Red witch made locally
back in the 70s here in Western Australia i found your article great and enjoyed reading it i know
it will be a great help for me in my future leaning to sail regards John. Glenn Kats Hey Mr.
Buckles I am taking on new crew to race with me on my Flying Scot 19ft dingy. Thanks PS: my
grandparents were from Friesland and emigrated to America. Daniel Thank you Shawn for the
well written, clear and easy to digest introductory article. Leave a comment. Guide to
Understanding Sail Rig Types with Pictures There are a lot of different sail rig types and it can
be difficult to remember what's what. Shawn Buckles in Sailing Guides. Your subscription could
not be saved. Please try again. Your subscription has been successful. Ready to Own Your First
Boat? Just tell us the best email address to send your tips to:.

